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TONIGHT WE'RE GOING TO 
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■ARTY LIKE IT'S 1996! 



AM2 MYSTERY GAME REVEALED! 

WIN! A B-UNIV CD! 
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1997 Starts 
with a BANG! 
For the SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE posse, 1997 has begun with a revelation. Fighters MegaMix - perhaps the 
greatest, sexiest videogame ever to appear. Bigger, better and more playable than Virtua Fighter 2 and 
Fighting Vipers with 32 fighters and huge amounts of techniques from VF3 included too. It's just a taste of 
the brilliance Saturn owners can expect in 1997. RICHARD LEADBETTER explains. 

THUNDER 1996. 



I ^UfrtliliTl 1997 Stazts with a BANG! 
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SEEN ENOUGH 
MINDLESS 

VIOLENCE? 
NOW BLAST THE ENEMY INTO 32 BITS 



I DIE HARP ARCADE 
What's this? Another Die Hard game on the Saturn? Could this be the wrong game in the wrong place at the wrong time? Or not? Hmm. 
Well, it's"not" actually. This is one cooool gamel 
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ENEMY ZERO 
For the older (or should I say "more mature") gamesplayer whu like their games tu involve more than beating an opponent to a pulp or 
driving around endlessly, here comes Enemy Zero, a thinking man's game if ever there was one. 
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VATLVA 
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a curious game indeed from the creators of Streets of Rage 
But it's definitely a case of playability over graphics. 





letters 





Thankfully the vast amount of Formula One questions has abated this month, 
only to be replaced with just about every other question concerninq the lonq 
overdue Saturn Doom, and whether it's better than Exhumed (yeah right). Trust 
the SSM posse of the Master, Rich Leadbetter and Sega overfiend, Mark 
Maslowicz to provide 100% accurate responses to the burning Saturn-related 
questions of the day. Send more letters, hopefully testing our combined intel¬ 
lects to their full power to I AM THE MASTER Q*A, SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, 
Priory Court, 30-32 Farringdon fane, London EC1R 3AU. 



HACKS/TIPS/CHEATS/CI 

WIN AT CONSOLE GA1 
WITH THE 

CONSOLE HELPLINE ,INE 

To advertise in the U.K.’s 

Greatest 

Sega Saturn magazine 

call: 

Genene Dick 

On:^J 0171 972 6726 





The biggest fighting game ever was officially unveiled in last month’s SEGA 
SATURN MAGAZINE. Fighters MegaMix is the greatest 3D fighting game ever - BAR 
NONE. A vast cast of 32 AM2 characters meet for the ultimate battle in this most 
anticipated of Saturn games. RICH LEADBETTER owns the first copy outside of 
Sega It’s not a trick! Not a dream! We reveal (almost) everything right here! 
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■HU 
Bugl’s back in an all-new Sega Saturn 
adventure. And here’s a showcase for it. 
The first, in fact, written by our all-new 
staff writer, LEE NUTTER. So here we go! 







SEGA SATURN 
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MUDDY FUNSTERS! 
It seems strange that 20th Century Fox’s Die Hard series, one of the hottest 
movie licenses of the early 90s, hasn’t been graced with a video game adaptation 
until now. And here it is: Die Hard Trilogy - three licenses for the price of one. Full 
details on this promising game from STEPHEN FULLJAMES. 
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SONIC BLAST 3D 
No one was more surprised than I when Sega launched the Saturn without a Sonic game to support it. With the exception of a s 
cameo appearance in Bug!, Sonic appears to have literally disappeared of the face of this planet. 
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NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB '97 
Acclaim's latest is an update of their first foray into the heady realms of Saturn American Football. Can it compete with the mighty 
Madden Football? 
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MHBl] §j* 
The jerky 3D update and horribly pixelly graphics count 

heavily against this particularly average American Football sim 
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NBA JAM EXTREME 
Acclaim's range of freaky basketball games makes a comeback in this all-new, three-dimensional, two-on-two interpretation of the 
sport... with grotesquely large-headed playersl Eugh. Sick and depraved? Read on and find out, hydrocephalic sports fans. 
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ITOSHINPEN URA 
Toshinden URA is the latest Saturn-specific Toshinden title to emerge. But have the programmers taken on I 
first one and rectified them or left it as the heap of cack the previous one was? 





ITEMPEST 2000 
What can be said about Tempest 2000 that hasn't already been said by that ridiculous freak who bought an Atari Jaguar for £300 and 
has been trying to justify the expense ever since? Plenty, bub - and here it isl 





I be called is here, nearly 18 months after the 
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BATMAN FOREVER 
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I DARK SAVIOR 
After first taking a look at this potentially revolutionary RPG waaaaaay back in issue tt6 of SSM, finally we have the completed Dark 
Savior to check out for review purposes. So buckle up and awaaaay we go! 
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SEGA SATURN" tips 
You know something? We get so many people 'phoning us up for lips on their favourite Saturn games that we just had to do something 
about it since we just haven't got time to answer individual queries (because half the time we don't know). Hence the arrival of this 
enormous 16 page lips Bible ■ truly if you need some cheats for an individual Saturn game you should be well-served with this superla¬ 
tive array of codes, levels skips and cunning little tips. These have been culled from all Saturn Mags to date, but we've also included a 
whole lot more that you wouldn't have seen before in our quest to put together as complete a listing as possible. We can’t guarantee 
to have included every tip ever seen anywhere, but we’ve done our best with this herculean effort to put in as many as we can. From 
next month on it’s back to Tips as normal with our smaller two-page up-to-the-minute activities so if you think that you have anything 
cool to contribute (except rip-offs from the Internet) write to: TIPS, SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, Priory Court, 30-32 Farringdon lane, 
London ECIR 3AU. You know it makes sense. 
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DESTRUCTION DERBY EARTHWORM JIM 2 
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THE NEED FOR SPEED NHL POWERPUY HOCKEY 
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OUT NOW 







i range of killer ‘Extreme’ moves. You also get to i 
n wilder selection of anti-gravity, out-to-lunch mo 



.THERE’S NO SUCH THING 

AS FRIENDLY FIRE, 

LAST ONE STAMPING WINS. 


